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Founder’s Story 

Welcome! I am Elba Pareja-Gallagher, the founder of ShowMe50.org. Thank you for visiting our website to 
learn about the imperative for gender balance in senior leadership positions in corporate America1.  

I created ShowMe50TM because I saw a problem.  By not having gender parity in senior management 
positions, the power of women’s leadership styles, contributions and innovations are not being fully 
realized in the economy. This is not a woman’s issue it’s a business issue.   

As I researched solutions, the effects of bias and policy were affirmed over and over by women and men.  
Individuals have similar stories. They know things need improvement but they don’t know where to begin. 
They are also paralyzed by fear- of hurting their careers or worse, losing their jobs if they speak up.   

I have developed a pragmatic two-gender method to tackle the complex challenge of leveling the playing 
field.  My approach elevates the issue of gender bias from individual stories to the collective workforce. We 
will use a grassroots movement to compel change from the inside out. There is power in numbers.  

Inspired by the Conscious Capitalism movement launched by John Mackey (Whole Foods Founder) and Raj 
Sisodia (Babson College) I am convinced that organizations can deliver more value to their shareholders 
when they integrate higher purpose, stakeholder integration, conscious leadership, and conscious culture 
and management practices.   

I believe this cannot be realized to its fullest potential until there is legitimate equal access and equal 
representation. Women must have enough seats at the highest leadership tables to give a real voice to 
female employees, shareholders and consumers. Working together, we can change this. I hope you’ll join 
me to say to your company and the world… show me 50% women in senior leadership positions. Women 
are qualified and innovative. Women are leaders. It’s time for parity. 

Overall Vision and Goals 

Despite decades of effort, women remain grossly underrepresented in senior leadership positions in the 
S&P 500. The glass ceiling still exists. 

In the U.S., women hold 52% of management, professional and related positions2. Yet they hold less than 
5% of CEO positions and less than 20% of corporate board seats3. 

The business case for gender balanced leadership has been accepted more broadly in recent years. 
However, the vast majority of corporations have not implemented the changes required to achieve 
representation at the top. ShowMe50TM was founded to educate, inspire and transform.   

We will help individuals- men and women- learn and present the business case for gender balanced 

leadership. We will inspire them to ask their companies to change the cultures, policies and practices that 

are roadblocks to equality. See Appendix A, Dimensions of Gender Equality. 

                                                           
1 We define corporate America as the companies in the S&P500.  
2 Bureau of Labor Statistics 2014, table 11: http://www.bls.gov/cps/cpsaat11.htm 
3 Catalyst, 2014, Fortune 500, 17% board seats http://www.catalyst.org/knowledge/2013-catalyst-census-fortune-500; in 2015, Catalyst changed their 
methodology. The percentage of Women on Boards published January 2015 is 19% (Oct 2014 data) using the S&P500 instead of the prior Fortune 500. 

http://www.catalyst.org/knowledge/2013-catalyst-census-fortune-500
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The ShowMe50TM Win-Win Checklist 

We think there are three critical areas that need to be addressed to level the playing field:  

Training: Company-wide, high-quality skill-based training about stereotyping and gender bias 
Access: Transparency and clarity about all job opportunities and personal development programs 
Culture: Inclusive instead of exclusive command-and-control cultures 

The ShowMe50TM Win-Win Checklist summarizes the components of a level playing field. We believe these 
practices would lead to higher employee satisfaction and productivity, lower turnover and greater 
innovation – creating greater returns for shareholders.  

As individuals who want to be part of the collective solution, ShowMe50TM Win-Win Checklist supporters 
seek to collaborate with their companies to develop pragmatic, prioritized roadmaps that incorporate these 
best practices:  

 Education of employees and managers about stereotyping and gender bias1 
o Provide skill based training to educate managers about stereotyping 
o Teach techniques to override automatic tendencies to use stereotypes, learn to recognize the conditions that 

place them at risk for stereotyping and have opportunities to practice interacting with people who are different 
from themselves 

o Equip employees with skills to self-monitor their perceptions 
o Implement a system of checks and balances to safeguard against stereotypic bias 

 Objective and transparent performance evaluation and talent management systems2 
o Clearly define and communicate performance evaluation and candidate job selection criteria 
o Create explicit decision rules about how evaluation criteria are weighted and applied for performance 

evaluations and candidate job selections 
o Post and effectively communicate all jobs internally 
o Implement diverse slate policies 
o Utilize panels of diverse, bias-trained interviewers for candidate selection 
o Publish career development programs and their qualifications 

 Work-Life Effectiveness (WLE) Approach to Workplace Flexibility3 
o Establish work practices that create business agility including flextime, job sharing, and telecommuting  
o Use employee needs, interests and concerns about burnout as a catalyst for creatively designing work 
o Give employees with significant parental responsibilities more time to show they’re qualified for promotion  
o Establish alumni programs for women who need to step away from the workforce; tap their expertise to show 

that returning is possible  
 Accountability 

o Demonstrate a commitment to diversity and inclusion and to increasing the percentage of women in senior 
leadership positions though the visible and vocal personal actions of the CEO and his/her direct reports 

o Commit and sustain financial resources to internal employment diversity programs and culture change efforts 
o Hold senior management accountable for diversity within all business activities and evaluate managers based on 

their ability to achieve diversity goals for senior leadership representation across all business units 
o Show results: move statistics meaningfully toward achieving 50% women in director and above positions 

 
1 Adapted from Catalyst: Women Take Care, Men Take Charge: Stereotyping of U.S. Business Leaders Exposed 
2 Partially adapted from Catalyst: Women Take Care, Men Take Charge: Stereotyping of U.S. Business Leaders Exposed and A Bright Spot Case Study: 

How Diverse Slate Policies Help Close the Gender Gap 
3 Adapted from Catalyst: Beyond Flexibility, Work-Life Effectiveness as an organizational tool for high performance and Alice H. Eagly and Linda L. Carli, 

Women and the Labyrinth of Leadership. 
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How Everything Works Together 

See Appendix B, Overview Flowchart. 

Ambassador Role  

A ShowMe50TM Ambassador is the volunteer that will lead the ShowMe50TM change movement inside a 

company. 

o The goal of the ShowMe50TM Ambassador is to start the conversation for leveling the playing field 

for women’s advancement into senior leadership positions by influencing transformational change 

within their organization.  

o This person, man or woman, will invest time to drive change within their organization.  

o The ShowMe50TM Ambassador educates themselves and others about gender bias, mobilizes a 

coalition and guides them through the strategy they develop. We have tools to help. 

Tools 

There are seven toolkits that guide supporters through self-directed education, coalition building and 

action initiatives.  Read all the toolkits. 

1. Introduction and Overview 

2. Gather Facts About Your Company 

3. Learn About Gender Bias 

4. Learn to Influence Change 

5. Build a Coalition 

6. Talk to Your Boss and HR 

7. Sustain Momentum 

The ShowMe50TM website is a resource for consolidated current information on gender balanced 

leadership. 

Keys for Success 

 Dedication to the mission 

 Strong interest in professional development 

 Ability to build support through allies 

 Planning and organizational skills 

 Listening and communication skills 

 Documentation 

 Knowledge of company policies 

 Persistence 

What to expect as an Ambassador 

 Join a community of women and men working towards transformational institutional change 

 Create a more empowering, supportive workplace environment 

 Develop leadership skills 

 Leave a legacy of leveling the playing field 
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Other Levels of Involvement 

ShowMe50TM encourages individuals to choose the level of involvement that feels comfortable for them. 

Four paths include:  Lead, Learn and Support, Observe from the Sidelines (at first), or Donate.   

The 2014 Global Gender Gap Report from the World Economic Forum estimates that at the current pace 

it will take 80 more years to achieve global gender parity. Is this OK?  We can change things. Let’s 

overcome our sense of fear and work together to compel the change that is long overdue.   

“I have learned over the years that when one's mind is made 
up, this diminishes fear; knowing what must be done does away 
with fear.”   - Rosa Parks 
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          Appendix A – Dimensions of Gender Equality 
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         Appendix B - Overview Flowchart 
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Disclaimer 

Show Me 50, Inc. is a 501(c)(3) corporation whose mission is to provide a platform to engage individuals in actions that level the playing field 

for women. We encourage individuals to actively collaborate with their companies to inform and implement a culture of gender equality that 

leads to the achievement of 50% women in senior leadership positions. 

Show Me 50, Inc. retains any and all intellectual property rights in these materials and requires the retention of the copyright mark on all pages 

reproduced. 

Show Me 50, Inc. is not able to independently verify information contained in this document. This document is provided solely for 

informational purposes and is not to be construed as providing advice, recommendations, endorsements, representations or warranties of any 

kind. Neither Show Me 50, Inc. nor any of its directors, employees or agents accept any responsibility or liability with respect to this document.  

“Never doubt that a small group of 

thoughtful, committed, citizens can change 

the world. Indeed, it is the only thing that 

ever has.” 

- Margaret Mead 


